Abstract-The Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR) of the output capacitor may cause output voltage (vo) jumps, that are not modeled commonly for second order DC-DC converters, i.e., converters with two second order switched subsystems. These jump discontinuities in vo lead to performance issues in Switching Surface (SS) controllers. In this paper, these ESR effects are modeled using switched systems with state jumps, called Jump-Flow Switched (JFS) systems. Furthermore, it is shown that approximating the capacitor voltage (vc), with vo, can cause undesired limit cycles, oscillations, chattering or instability issues. To resolve these issues, a non-jumping normal switched system is defined for JFS systems, that is equivalent to the internal continuous dynamics. Also, the challenges of designing SS controllers, for this equivalent switched system is studied, and the Constrained Near Optimal (CNO) SS is designed for the equivalent switched system of buck, boost, and buck-boost converters. To eliminate the required estimations, a general class of switching methods are defined, that also avoids chattering and eliminates the conventional hysteresis blocks. The proposed controller is implemented using analog op-amp circuits. Experimental results show fast and robust responses of the controller board with buck, boost, and buck-boost converters.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N modern power generation systems, DC-DC converters have important roles as links between loads, sources and storage devices [1] . In general, the common approaches to control DC-DC converters are based on linearized averaged models [2] , [3] . Averaging leads to simple Bode diagrams and other frequency-domain control designs, based on linearizing averaged differential equations [4] . However, switched dynamics of the converters causes hybrid, non-linear and time-varying behavior [5] - [7] . Therefore, performance of the controllers should be tested on the actual switched system [8] .
In some cases, amplitude of the ripples in state variables may be out of the desired specifications of the closed loop system [8] , [9] . For example, in fast load changes, an integral controller keeps the average output voltage constant. However, the effects of ESR of the output capacitor, may cause deviations in the minimum and maximum values of the output voltage [8] , [9] . Therefore, the controllers that are designed based on averaged models should be tunned by trial and error with experimental tests or by simulating the actual switched system [8] , [9] . Furthermore, by considering the parasitic elements, with significant ESR values there can be a notable performance drawback in average model controllers. Hence, to address these issues, some control designs should be used that are not based on an average model, and consider the ripples, including the ESR ripples.
On the other hand, SS controllers offer large-signal stability, robustness and simple implementation [10] - [13] . Two switching modulation types are used for SS controllers, including hysteresis and pulse with modulation (PWM) [11] , [12] . PWM modulated SS controllers are designed based on equivalent control value [12] , [14] , [15] . By determining an equivalent duty cycle on the switching surface, and smooth transition of this duty cycle to its minimum and maximum values on both sides of the switching surface, each switching surface can be used as a PWM modulated SMC controller [15] . One of the advantages of PWM modulation is lower harmonic distortion, which cannot be achieved unless the duty ratio be band limited. Therefore, PWM modulated control methods are slower in nature. For example, time optimal (TO) control of switched systems has a bang-bang nature which cannot use the conventional PWM [16] . Therefore, faster time responses can be achieved by direct state feedback switching. However, by creating undesirable limit cycles and extra current ripples, the ESR ripples have more effects on the performance of hysteresis switched SS controllers [16] . The voltage ripples of the output capacitor is caused by three different reasons including:
• Continuous state flow due to converter's sub-dynamics • Instantaneous high frequency spikes due to equivalent series inductance (ESL) • State jumps due to equivalent series resistance (ESR) Conventionally, some averaged models are used that neglect the above ripples. Although some improvements on averaging methods are also proposed in the literature [17] , studies of [18] shows that, with averaging methods the maximum and minimum values of the output voltage signals may not maintain the performance indexes. Some researches propose maximum and minimum envelopes for the output voltage signals [18] . These models are shown to be useful for both small signal and large signal analysis. However these models do not consider the instantaneous jumps in the output voltage which has considerable effects in the performance of SS controllers [16] . Study of ripples has attached more attentions for buck converters compared to boost and buck-boost converters. The ESR and ESL effects on the output voltage are well studied
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for buck converters [19] , [20] and control methods are also proposed based on these studies.
Ripple-based control methods use the output voltage feedback ripple as a ramp signal for switching modulation which is compared with the reference voltage [21] . This is equivalent to a constant voltage SS controller. Although some researches show that these controllers have noise sensitivity, tendency for instability and inadequate DC regulation [21] , [22] , these controllers are conceptually simple with fast transient responses. However, these methods are only effective for buck and similar converters with output inductors [22] . This is due to the fact that, buck converters has not the ESR induced instantaneous jumps in the output voltage, that is present in boost and buck-boost converters [23] , [24] . The instability issue of these controllers for boost converters can also be verified based on the instability of constant voltage SS for these converters [16] . In [16] , a CNO controller is proposed for boost converters. Then, based on sample state trajectories, it is shown that, neglecting ESR effects causes non-necessary limit cycles and extra current and voltage ripples. To deal with this issue in [16] , two circuit specific innovative switching methods are proposed for boost converters.
However, since the main focus of [16] is near-TO control for boost converters, the ESR effects are discussed based on sample state trajectories and the relevant equations are not derived. In addition the results of [16] are particularly for boost converters and are not developed for other DC-DC converters. Furthermore, the switching methods of [16] still relies on approximating v c by v o in the switch ON mode. Hence, to achieve similar results for other SS's on other switched circuits, the effects of the above approximations should be considered. In this paper, the effects of voltage jumps are modeled in a general class of hybrid systems called JFS systems. Then, it is shown that, approximating v c by v o in SS controllers that are designed for v c may cause undesirable limit cycles, oscillations, chattering or instability issues. To address these issues, an equivalent non-jumping normal switched system is defined for JFS systems with some assumptions, and it is shown that, designing the controllers based on this equivalent switched system can address the above issue generally for all second order JFS systems. Then, to eliminate the required estimations, a general class of switching methods is proposed that reduces the computations, avoids chattering and eliminates the conventional hysteresis blocks. Finally, a single controller board is implemented using analog op-amp circuits, that can control all buck, boost, and buck-boost converters with fast responses and robust performance characteristics. This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the switched affine model is developed for all second order DC-DC converters and then the dynamics of the output vector is derived to show the jumps in it. In section III, the dynamic behavior of the output vector is studied as a JFS system. Then, under some general assumptions, an equivalent switched system is defined for JFS systems; and the Sliding Mode (SM) control of JFS systems is studied. Finally, section IV and V present the simulation and experimental results. 
A. The Switched Affine Model
In [16] , the switched affine model of boost converters is studied. In this section, buck, boost, and buck-boost converters with circuit diagrams of Fig. 1 are modeled by a switched affine model with two second order subsystems, as follows:
Here, the subsystem m is determined by the status of switch. However the subsystem 2 consists of two linear sub-dynamics that is determined by the status of diode D. Based on (1), the switched affine model parameters of the converters for each subsystem and sub-dynamic are developed and presented in Table I . Note that, in [16] , as it is common in the literature, three subsystems are considered for these converters. The third subsystem deals with the diode turns off due to reverse bias when the switch is OFF. In Table I , the third subsystem is considered as the second sub-dynamic of subsystem 2. This definition of subsystems is used to distinguish between the hybrid phenomena caused by switching commands and discontinuity of dynamics in state space caused by the diode.
B. Deriving The Output Voltage Dynamics
In this section, the output voltage jumps are studied generally with the output dynamics of switched systems. In DC-DC converters, the main goal of controllers is to regulate the output voltage. Therefore, since the ESR value of the output capacitor causes non-accurate approximation of v c by v o , it may be beneficial to reformulate the system dynamics using v o directly. For this purpose, the state vector
T , to study the voltage jump effects 
due to ESR. Therefore, during each subsystem operation, vector y can be described as follows:
The above equation can be directly derived from the v o formula and the definition of x in (1). During continuous flow of x, when m'th subsystem is active, the dynamics of y can be derived by substituting x=K
The o index is used to distinguish the parameters of (3) with the similar parameters of (1). The above equation shows the continuous dynamics of y during the activation interval of the m'th subsystem. The parameters of this continuous dynamics are derived for the studied converters and presented in Table  II . The dynamic equations of (3) determine the continuous behavior of the new state vector y. However, since the output equation of (1) changes at switching instants, although x is continuous, y will have instantaneous jumps. Since x is continuous in time (x=x(t − )=x − ), when the system changes the switch from m=i to m=j, the state vector y jumps from its last position y − to a new point y=g j (x)=g j (x − ). Hence
For discussed converters, it can be shown that R ij =0. The jump matrices (Q ij ) of these converters are determined in Table III . The jump matrix for boost and buck-boost converters cause non-zero state jumps at switching instants. However, for buck converters, jump matrix is the identity matrix which Fig. 1 , under an arbitrary switching signal. As it is discussed in this section, except for the buck converter, the v o waveforms have instantaneous jumps, which is caused by the ESR of the output capacitor. This figure shows that the output capacitor ripples in boost and buck-boost converters have three distinct components, including continuous ripples, ESR jumps and ESL spikes. From the controller's point of view, the high frequency ESL spikes can be simply filtered in measurement circuits. In this paper it will be shown that ESR jumps, which have the same frequency as switching signals, may degrade the controller's performance, and should be considered in SS controllers.
III. THE JUMP-FLOW SWITCHED MODEL A. The Model's Definition
Using (3) and (4), the dynamics of the converters with the state vector y can be described by the following hybrid dynamic model, which is called a linear JFS system. Where m(t) is the switching signal and m − means m(t − ). A general case of the above model is the following JFS system.
The o index in (5) and (6) is used to distinguish the parameters with the similar parameters of (1). As described in Section II-B, for the studied converters R m − ,m =0, and the jump matrix is determined in Table III . The system model (6), represents a large class of hybrid dynamical systems. This general model may help to show the hybrid nature of the studied converters. However, the studied converters have a special property that distinguishes them from other similar systems. This property relates to the fact that, the energy stored in the storage components do not change at a switching instant. In other words, if the power switch, rapidly makes some changes and then returns to its initial status, the converter returns to its initial conditions too. A general statement of this property can be defined by the following assumption: Assumption 1: For the JFS system of (6), applying a sequence of pure jumps, q 1,2 , ..., q (n−1),n , q n,1 to an initial point y returns to y, i.e., q n,1 •q (n−1),n •, ...•, q 1,2 (y)=y. Here the • symbols means function composition. For example f •g(x)=f (g(x)). The above assumption can be replaced by a more specific case q j,k (q i,j (y))=q i,k (y). For all switched circuits, in an instantaneous switching, the value of internal continuous state variables remain constant. Hence, the above condition can be implied directly from the output equations of the consequent subsystems. For second order systems the two assumptions are equivalent to q 2,1 (q 1,2 (y))=y, which its linear form is
21 . This condition can be verified by jump matrices of Table III .
B. The Equivalent Switched System
Let m=1 be called the base subsystem and z be defined as
Based on Assumption 1, for base subsystem, z=y, and when i=n, z=q n,1 (y). It is straightforward to show that, with Assumption 1, z(t) is continuous. According to (6) and (7), z=J Hi (y)ẏ=J Hi (y)f oi (y), where J Hi is jacobian(H i (z)).
Where the chain rule (see [25] ) implies:
Using (8) and (9), z can be considered as the continuous state vector of a normal switched system. According to (7), if m(t) be a high frequency switching signal, when z converges to a stable point, the y variable will oscillate between n distinct points that each relates to one of the subsystems. Similarly, a state trajectory of z under a high frequency switching is equivalent to n state trajectories. Therefore, dynamics of z represents an equivalent switched system which its behavior has a close relation to the dynamics of y. Definition 1: Equivalent Switched System: The equivalent switched system, for system (6) with Assumption 1 is defined by the dynamic equations of (8), where z is defined in (7) .
If the JFS system is related to the output dynamics of a normal switched system, this equivalent dynamic system will be similar to dynamics of the internal state vector x. This can be verified by substituting the definition of q ij in (4) into (7) and then using (2). Hence
10) However, defining z helps to study the system behavior without the need to know the circuit dependent equations between y and x. Note that, in (7), the ordering of subsystems is arbitrary. Hence, each subsystem of the JFS system can be considered as the base subsystem. For example, for the second order converters, the base subsystem can be defined as m(ON )=1 or m(OF F )=1.
C. SM Control of JFS Systems
In this section, first, the effects of approximating v c by v o (or equivalently x by y) are investigated in the SM control of second order JFS systems. Then, the challenges of SM control of the equivalent switched system is discussed.
1) SM Control of Switched Systems: Let the following switching rule be used for a second order switched system.
As it is depicted in Fig. 3(a) , suppose that, the equilibrium points of subsystems 1 and 2 are in S>0 and S<0 regions respectively. Therefore, the reaching condition of the SS is met. Suppose that, the existing condition is met and the sliding dynamics is stable on x r , and a sufficiently small hysteresis band (δ) is used for the surface. Fig. 3(a) depicts sample state trajectories, that reach to S=0 surface, then slide on it toward x r , and finally become stable on x r . This is the ideal case of conventional SM control. However, in second order DC-DC converters, since v c is not available, it is common to approximate v c by v o . This approximation may lead to some unwanted cyclic, oscillatory or non-deterministic behavior which are depicted in Fig.3 
The following sections study the effects of this approximation.
2) Effects of Neglecting ESR:
When an SS is used without considering the jump effects of r c , large limit cycles may occur with large dimensions along the i l axis that means high current ripples [16] . This is equivalent to use a conventional SM controller for a JFS system, by neglecting its state jumps. To describe this phenomena, suppose that an SM controller with the SS S(x)=0 is used to control a buck-boost converter. Evaluating this SS with y=[i l , v o ] is equivalent to using two separate SS's S i (x)=S(g i (x)), i=1, 2 for each subsystem. For a linear SS, S(x)=p T (x−x r )=0 and with the linear case of (10), the equivalent SS's become
. Approximating x by y without considering this phenomena may have some unpredictable consequences. Fig. 3(b) , 3(c) and 3(d) depict some special cases, in which S 1 and S 2 are approximately shifted versions of S, and their gradient direction are similar. Fig. 3(b) shows the case that S 1 and S 2 are approximately placed in S>0 and S<0 regions respectively. Suppose that the subsystem m=1 is selected, and the state trajectory starts from the point x i1 in Fig. 3(b) . In this condition, the controller evaluates the SS S(y)=S(g 1 (x))=S 1 (x). Hence, the switch is not changed unless the trajectory reaches to S(y)=S 1 (x)= + δ, which δ is the hysteresis band. If the equilibrium point of the subsystem m=1 is placed on S 1 > + δ>0 region, the trajectory will reach to the switching condition in a finite time. When the system switches to m=2, a similar condition causes the trajectory to reach S 2 (x)=−δ and then switch to m=1 again. Therefore in the case of Fig. 3(b) large oscillations occur between the outer hysteresis bounds of S 1 and S 2 . Note that, these oscillations may be unstable or turn into stable limit cycles. Approximation of v c by v o in [16] is similar to the case of Fig. 3(b) , with stable limit cycles. However, some other cases are also discussed as follows. Fig. 3(c) and 3(d) deals with the cases that S 1 and S 2 are approximately placed in S<0 and S>0 regions, respectively. In Fig. 3(c) , the hysteresis bands of S 1 and S 2 are separate and do not overlap. In this case the trajectories will reach between the inner bounds of the hysteresis bands and chatter inside it, which is not desirable. Fig. 3(d) depicts the case that the two hysteresis bands overlap. In this case, the trajectories reach between the inner hysteresis bounds and oscillate between the two bounds. This oscillation may turn into stable limit cycles or it can be unstable. The sample trajectories of Fig. 3 
3) Control With the JFS Model: In the previous section it is shown that, in conventional SM control of second order JFS systems, approximating x by y may cause cyclic, oscillatory, or instability behaviors. This phenomena is a result of the separate equivalent surfaces caused by switching. To address this issue, some control methods should be used that acts based on the x value. However, relation between x and y is circuit dependent. In Section X, it is shown that for each JFS system with assumption 1, regardless of its topology, an equivalent continuous state vector z can be defined. Using (10), any control method in x domain can be directly transfered to the z domain. For example, an SM control with a linear SS like S(x)=p and z s =K 1 x r +L 1 . Hence all SS controllers can be designed based on the equivalent switched system of the JFS model.
4) Reaching and Existence conditions:
Under some general assumptions for g 1 (x) in (10), properties like reaching, existence, and stability of the dynamics of z are equivalent to those for the x dynamics. For example suppose that, the trajectory x=u(t) reaches to the surface, S(x)=0. If g 1 (x) be continuous and invertible, the equivalent trajectory of z will be z=v(t)=g 1 (u(t)), and the equivalent surface will be R(z)=S(g u(t r )) ))=0, the reaching condition is satisfied. Similarly for the existence condition, suppose that g 1 be continuous and invertible with non-singular Jacobian.
Hence, using the inverse function theorem [25] ,
Where S x =∇ x S(x). Therefore, the existence condition in the z domain is RṘ<0 whereṘ can be expanded as follows.
It is straightforward to show that, the stability of the z(t) trajectories has also a direct relation with x(t) trajectories if the above assumptions hold for g 1 (x). However, if R(z) be designed in the z domain, the transformation between x and z should be considered in the existence and stability conditions of the SS. As an example, the CNO SS of [16] is defined as follows.
The near optimal (NO) part of this surface is S(x)=p T (x−x r )=0 in x domain. Using (10), the equivalent of p in the z domain is p z =p T K
−1 1
and the existence condition, (RṘ<0), can be verified in the z domain if the following condition holds. p [16] , it is proved that, the TO SS has a marginal stability and existence condition. Hence, in near TO control, the effects of this transformation should be considered. For example, for the boost converters, p=[k r , 1] is the TO value of p, where k r =Lv c /(r o Cv s ) [16] . Hence, based on selection of the base subsystem the equivalent of TO p in z domain is as follows.
When m(ON )=1, the optimal surface slope is approximately equal in x and z planes (k k r ). However, with m(OF F )=1 the optimal slope is dominated by r c and k r c . On the other hand, as it is described in simulation results of [16, Ch. 2] (and also verified by experimental results of this research), if the surface slope be smaller than k r , the controller will become unstable. With slopes larger than k r the response speed will decrease. Hence, when m(OF F )=1, an x domain SS that is evaluated by y, will not have a near optimal performance. Therefore, although the stability, existence, and reaching properties of z and x-domain SM controllers are directly related to each other, when r c effects dominate, neglecting this value may cause instability or non-optimal performance.
5) Stability:
The time optimal switching surface of second order switched systems has a marginal status in stability. And the relevant switching surface is at the border of stability and instability. This is discussed for buck, boost and buckboost converters in the literature [16] , [26] , [27] . In this paper some general techniques are proposed to reduce the ripples in SS controllers and also to reduce the required computations. Hence the stability of the selected controller depends on the original switching surface. However suppose that a positive definite Lyapunov function V (z) exists for a controller that is designed in the z domain that V (z r ) = 0) and V (z) > 0, V (z) < 0 for z =z r . Let U (x) = V (g 1 (x)) and g 1 (x) be continuous and invertible with non-singular Jacobian. Hence, it is straightforward to show that U (x) is also positive definite andU (x) = . Hence, stability of a controller in z domain is equivalent to stability of an equivalent controller in x domain. The stability of TO and near TO switching surfaces for buck, boost and buckboost converters are studied in [16] , [26] , [27] . For the sake of brevity, this paper does not provide proofs similar to what proposed in [16] . In this paper, the performance of the CNO controller of [16] is improved by considering the difference between x and y by the z = g 1 (x) transformation which relates to the jump matrices of Table III. 6) Estimating the z State Vector: Since z is not directly available, the controller should estimate this value by measuring y and the switch status. According to (7) , in the base subsystem (m=1), the z state vector is equal to y and no extra computation is needed to calculate z. However, for the other subsystems (m =1), to calculate z from y, the jump functions (q 1,2 (y), ..., q (n−1),n (y), q n,1 (y)) should be known. If these function are not known, they should be estimated using y(t). Suppose that the jump functions are linear, and the state vectors before and after switching between subsystems i and j, for n subsequent PWM periods are u k and v k respectively (k=1..n), and let U =[u 1 , .., u n ], and V =[v 1 , .., v n ]. Hence, the jump matrix can be determined as follows:
(17) If the U matrix is invertible, then Q i,j can be calculated directly from n data sets. However, since the consecutive y k vectors are close to each other, inverting U may be a challenging task in practice. Therefore, online estimation methods like Recursive Least Square (RLS) can be used for real-time estimation of the jump matrix entries [28] . The above discussion may lead to general methods to estimate z for all n'th order JFS systems. However, since the jump matrices of boost and buck-boost converters are identical, the following method can be used to estimate them. For these converters, based on the jump matrices of Table III , it is straightforward to find r d = rcro ro+rc parameter at ON-to-OFF and OFF-to-ON state jumps, as follows:
The above equation can be used to real-time calculation of the jump matrices. When the jump matrices are estimated, the z state vector can be determined using (7) . This way, if the controller is designed for the z dynamics, the performance characteristics of the controller will be maintained. However, the above computations are needed to estimate Q i,j , and the controller performance is dependent to the r d ( r c ) parameter.
D. State-Independent-Reset (SIR) Switching
In the previous part, simple methods are proposed to estimate the equivalent continuous state vector for the controllers that are designed in the z plane. However, some switching techniques can reduce the required computations and parameter dependence of the proposed controller. In this paper, a general class of switching techniques are proposed for all second order JFS systems. Suppose a switching signal in which, the SS function is not calculated during operation of subsystem 2 (called time limited subsystem), and m is reset to the base subsystem, at most after a pre-determined maximum activation time T max . For m=1, the controller computes S(x) to activate the proper subsystem in accordance to (11) . The following rules determine this type of switching.
1) m(t) is piecewise constant and m(
This switching rule can be described by m(t)=(2−r(t))(m
where m − =m(t − ), and r(t) = 1 ; t = t k 0 ; t =t k Where t k is a sequence of times that t k+1 −t k <T max and t 0 =0. In this switching rule, it is not needed to calculate z and S(z) when m = 2, and since m=1 ⇒ z=y, this switching rule eliminates the estimation of z. Therefore, an SIR switching technique reduces the computations and eliminates parameter dependence in SM control of the JFS model, and compared withhysteresis switched SM control, it reduces the extra ripples caused by the jumping behavior of the y variable. Fig. 4 gives a comparison between the SIR switched Z-domain SM (SZS), the Hysteresis switched Z-domain SM (HZS), and SM control of [16] with Constant OFF (COF) time or Synchronous ON (SON) switching. In this figure, a block diagram in addition to sample state trajectories are depicted for each method. The CNO controller of [16] is depicted in Fig. 4(c) . As this diagram shows, the CNO SS (S(x)) is designed for the x dynamics and then applied on the y variable which is measured from the converter parameters. This leads to an equivalent SS as S 1 (x)=S(g 1 (x))=S(y). This equivalent SS may not include the desired state (x r ) and it may have different slope and other characteristics. For the boost converters, if m(ON ) = 1 this approximation has negligible effects. However to generalize the results of [16] for other DC-DC converters, with other SS and switching techniques, the effects of this approximation should be considered.
The HZS (Fig. 4(a) ) and SZS (Fig. 4(b) ) are two methods to address the above issue. In HZS method, the controller is designed based on the dynamics of the equivalent switched system. Therefore, this controller estimates z based on the values of y and the subsystem m. This controller uses a conventional hysteresis switching which is depicted in the sample state trajectory. In SZS method, using the SIR switching technique, the controller evaluates the SS function, just in the base subsystem. Therefore, since in this subsystem z=y, the SS can be designed for the dynamics of y and no extra computations are needed to estimate z.
IV. SIMULATION AND COMPARISON
In this section to evaluate the performance of the proposed method and comparing it with other methods, simulation results are presented. These simulations are performed for the circuit parameter of Fig. 1 which is also determined in Table IV . The switching frequency of these simulations is 500kHz. Higher switching frequencies helps to distinguish the switching induced limit cycles and ripples from the limit cycles and ripples related to the controller itself. In addition the nominal value of the SS slope of (14) is k = 0.05, and I max = 5A.
A. Comparison with the CNO controller
As discussed in Section III-C the CNO controller of [16] , is designed based on the fact that, the v c − v o approximation error is negligible when Constant ON (CON) time switching is switching is presented in Fig. 5 . Simulations show that the dimensions of limit cycles in SZS controller, reduces in higher frequencies while it is not the case for SON switched CNO controllers. In addition, the SZS controller can be used for buck, boost and buck boost converters. This is also verified in this paper by experimental implementation. Fig. 6 shows the time response of the SZS controller compared to a conventional PI controller with PWM switching and a switching surface controller based on Control Lyapunov Functions (CLF) [29] . This CLF controller is selected as due to its fast and robust response according to simulations. The simulations are performed with the parameters of Fig. 1 and with 500kHz switching frequency. As the voltage waveforms of Fig. 6 show, the SZS controller shows the fastest response due to its near TO nature. The i l − v o limit cycles show that, the CLF controller has more current ripples, and the current ripple of the SZS and PI controllers are approximately equal. This is due to the fact that SS of the CLF controller is designed in the i l − v c plane but implemented in the i l − v o plane. As discussed in Section III-C, neglecting the difference between v c and v o in switching surface controllers may lead to unwanted limit cycles that does not disappear in higher switching frequencies. Note that this is an issue in all hysteresis switched SS controllers. On the other hand, the response speed of PWM switched controllers is slower than the SZS controller with near optimal SS.
B. Comparing with Other methods

C. Robustness to Parameter Changes
The effects of changes in all circuit parameters of Table  IV are tested for the SZS, CLF and PI controllers. The simulations show that these controller can tolerate changes in all parameters except for load impedance and source voltage. Hence for the sake of brevity, the results are presented for these two parameters. Fig. 7 shows the effects of changes in the source voltage. For all three controllers, simulations show that the response time increases by decreasing the source voltage, which is a consequence of changes in the converter dynamics. The CLF controller cannot maintain the desired output in the source voltage. This is not a property of all conventional SS controllers, and can be solved by tuning the controller parameters by measuring the source voltage. However this increases the computational complexity of this controller which is already high compared to the other two methods. The PI controller shows some oscillations in low source voltages. Due to this oscillations the settling time is also increased to about 40ms. Similar to the previous tests, the CLF controller cannot maintain the desired output voltage in lower load impedances. This issue can also be addressed by estimating the load impedance, increases the required computations. The PI controller shows oscillations, specially in i l . However the proposed SZS controller is robust to load impedance and source voltage changes. The simulation results of this section are performed for boost converters. In the following section, the experimental results for all of the studied converters are presented.
V. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
The performance of the proposed SZS controller is evaluated experimentally for all discussed converters with the parameter values of Fig. 1 , and with the CNO SS of [11] with the switching surface of (14) . The nominal parameters of the implemented converters is also determined in Table  IV . The nominal switching frequency of experimental tests is 200kHz. However some tests are performed with frequencies from 50kHz to 800kHz. In addition the nominal value of the SS slope is k = 0.05. However this parameter is changed in some tests. The controller is implemented based on the block diagram of Fig. 4(b) using analog op-amp circuits. The circuit schematic and the implemented hardware of the propose controller is depicted in Fig. 9 , and Fig. 10 The SZS controller is implemented using the controller and the gate driver parts of the circuit schematics. The PWM circuit is used for some tests. As the slew rate and gain bandwidth of the op- amps may be a limiting factor in op-amp implementation of SS controllers, we used AD8055 low cost voltage feedback opamps with 300MHz gain bandwidth and 1400V/µs slew rate. For the gate driver, we used a discrete totem-pole circuit. The PNP transistor selected is BF324 and the NPN one is 2N2369 with 450MHz and 500MHz current gain-bandwidth products respectively. Note that the nominal switching frequency of experimental tests is 200kHz. However considering the above points, some tests are performed in higher frequencies to study the controller's behavior.
The parameters of the experimental setup is determined in Fig. 1 . In [16, it is proved that the slope of the TO switching surface at the desired equilibrium point x r is equal to k r =Lv c /(r o Cv s ) for boost converters, which has a small value about 0.01 with the parameters of Fig. 1 . This equation is also valid for buck-boost converters, but for the buck converters k r =0. On the other hand, as it is discussed in Section III-C-4, the slope of CNO SS should sufficiently greater than k r to avoid instability and sensitivity to parameter changes [16] . Experimental tests shows that the implemented controller can operate well with 0.05<k<0.2 for all of the studied converters without any parameter tuning. Experimental results for buck, boost, and buck-boost converters are depicted in Fig.11, 12 and 13 respectively. Descriptions of the experimental tests are discussed in the following parts.
A. Time Response With Frequency Changes
In Fig. 11(a), 12(a) , and 13(a) the time responses of buck, boost, and buck-boost converters with the proposed controller, are depicted in different clock frequencies. These experiments are performed by step changes in the reference voltages (V r ). For example in Fig. 11(a) , when v r changes from 10V to 15V , the controller rapidly increases i l to I max =3A, and the state trajectory starts to slide on the CC part of (14) . In this part which lasts about 2ms, the output voltage increases to a point near its desired value, and the trajectory reaches to the NO part of (14) . Then i l decreases rapidly to its final value and v o converges to v r . To show the effects of frequency change on v o and i l ripples, Fig. 11(a) , 12(a) and 13(a), show the above test for different clock frequencies. These figures show the time response characteristics and large scale voltage and current waveforms that represents the SS behavior. Since these figures do not show the switching events, Fig. 14 is provided for boost converter's steady state response in different clock frequencies. As this figure shows, the current ripples reduce significantly by increasing the switching frequency, but the voltage ripples have no significant change. This is due to the fact that the voltage ripples are dominated by the ESR jumps in these tests. This figure also shows the high frequency ESL spikes, at switching instants. Fig. 11(b) , 12(b), and 13(b) depict the effect of changes in the maximum allowed inductor current I max These tests are similar to those discussed in the previous section with changing I max instead of clock frequency. As it is shown, reducing I max , increases the rise time significantly. However, this value has no effect on the fall time of the controller. The fall time of the controller depends to the time constant of the output circuit including the load and the output capacitor. The response of a PWM modulated controller is shown in Fig.  11(b) . The voltage (black) and current (gray) waveforms of this figure shows that, the peak current of this controller is more The current sensor has a scale of 500mV /A. than 1.5A and the rise time is about 20ms. The near-optimal controller with 1.5A maximum current (magenta waveform) has a rise time of 5.5ms (purple waveform). Hence, the nearoptimal controller has a faster response. Note that, the nearoptimality of CNO controllers is proved and appropriately discussed in [16] , and the above test is an example to evaluate the controller's performance.
B. Changing the Maximum Allowed Current
C. Changing The Switching Surface Slope Fig. 11(c) , 12(c), and 13(c) depict the effect of changes in the SS slope k. Similar to the tests of Section IV-A, these tests are also performed by periodic pulses in v r . However, in these figures the SS slope (k) is changed instead of clock frequency. The k value was increased gradually from its optimal value (k r ) to a sufficiently larger value to show the effects of this changes. For boost and buck-boost converters, since k r =Lv c /(r o Cv s ) has a small positive value, lower values of k causes instability of the controller. For example cyan waveform of Fig. 11(c) shows large oscillations in i l for k = 0.01. Since for buck converters k r =0, the controller will maintain its stability in low k values down to zero. Note that for boost and buck-boost converters i l reaches to zero at low k values which is depicted in the cyan waveforms of Fig. 11(c) and Fig. 13(c) . This means that the controller is operating in Discontinuous Conduction Mode (DCM). However, since in this condition, the controller is sensitive to parameter changes, the near-optimal controller is not designed to operate in this condition, and these results are presented to show the extreme values of k. On the other hand, with very large values of k, the response speed decreases and the steady state output voltage drops slightly. However, experiments show that the controller is robust and can tolerate a wide range of k changes between 0.01 and 0.2, or equivalently between 2k r and 40k r for boost and buck-boost converters. Hence, the controller has not significant steady state errors for k < 20k r and the response speed has no significant changes in this range. For the buck converters, the case k=k r =0 in Fig. 12(c) deals with the case that, the slope of the SS is a constant voltage surface near the desired state. Hence, with hysteresis switching, this is equivalent to hysteretic ripple-based control. Similarly, COF and SON switched CNO are equivalent to COF switched ripple based control and constant-frequency valleyvoltage ripple regulators [21] . However, in [10-Section III] it is proved that, when k=k r the CNO controller is sensitive to parameter changes and prone to instability. This issue is also studied in ripple based control literature [22] . However, in the CNO control method this condition is avoided by positive values of k, and the k=k r case in Fig. 12(c) is added to show this stability margin.
D. Response to Source and Load Changes
Effects of step changes in the voltage source and the load resistance are depicted in Fig. 11(d) , 12(d), and 13(d) for buck, boost, and buck-boost converters respectively. For example, the purple and magenta waveforms in Fig. 11(d) show that, for the boost converter (v r =15V , r o =100Ω), step changes of v s between 3V and 5V causes less than 200mV peak transient voltage error, and this small error is removed in less than about 25ms. For the buck converter, with v s =12V and v r =5V , changes of load resistance between 28Ω and 56Ω causes less than 20mV peak transient error which is removed in 16ms. These results show that the controller can maintain the desired v o in large changes in v s and r o .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the state jump behavior of second order DC-DC converters is studied and modeled by JFS systems. Then, general discussions are performed to show that, this jumping behavior can cause unpredictable consequences, if not considered in the approximation of v c by v o . Then, the CNO SM controller is generalized for an equivalent nonjumping system based on JFS models, and then designed for buck, boost, and buck-boost converters. To reduce the computations needed to estimate v o , and to reduce parameter dependence of the controller, a general class of switching methods is proposed. The proposed method is designed without approximating v c by v o . Therefore, this method can be applied for all second order JFS systems, with SIR switching methods. A single controller board is designed to control buck, boost, or buck-boost converters with less parameter tunning. The implemented controller has a robust and fast response to parameter changes.
